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Abstract This paper discusses an inventory control model for a single perishable product with two types 
of customers and different selling prices. This model is a one period horizon model and a generalization of 
Nahmias model [2] and Nose, et al. model [6]. Especially the model takes sensitive customers to freshness 
of commodities into consideration and treats two types of customers. Moreover, in the model there exist 
different. selling prices according to t.he remruning lifetime of commodity to be sold. In the situation, an 
optimal ordering policy to maximize the expected profit is derived. 

1. Introduction 
This paper considers an inventory problem for perishable products with a fixed lifetime 

and optimal ordering policy. Different from models so far considered, our model has the 

following prominent features: 

(1) There exist two types of customers, one buys only the newest commodity while the 

other buys either one, whether the newest or not. That is, the first is very sensitive to the 

freshness of the commodity and so is assigned high priority with respect to the purchase of 

the newest one, while the second is not so sensitive to the freshness of the commodity and 

buys old one if its price is cheap enough compared to the newest one. 

(2) Different selling prices are set reflecting upon the remaining age of commodity. 

Until now, models with (1) and (2) are few except our earlier model [6] and Nahmias 

[5] where the former sets two selling prices according to whether the remaining lifetime of 

the commodity to be sold is only one period or not and the latter assumes two types of 

customers but treats nonperishable product. 

Section 2 formulates the model under (1) alld (2) together with other necessary assump

tions. Section 3 calculates expected quantities of out dating, inventory holding, shortage 

and sales corresponding to remaining life time of the commodity. Shortage costs are also 

different between high priority demand (type .. customer) and low priority one (type 2 cus

tomer). Based Oll these quantities, Section 3 identifies the profit function to be maximized. 

Section 4 derives an optimal ordering policy to maximize the profit function. Finally Section 

5 discusses further research problems. 

2. Problem Formulation 
The followings are assumed throughout this paper. 

(1) A periodic review inventory model is considered for one planning period and single per

ishable product. The period length is arbitraTY but fixed. 
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(2) Ordering takes places at the beginning of a period and unit purchasing cost c is charged. 

(3) The maximum lifetime of the perishable commodity treated is 711- periods. There exist 

two types of customers. One has a high priority and buys only the newest (remaining life

time m) commodity, while the other has a low priority and buys not only the newest but 

also old ones. That is, at the start of each period high priority demand (type 1 customer) 

is first satisfied from the newe:,t commodity in stock after ordering and next low priority 

demand from remaining stock according to FIFO issuing policy. 

(4) If the commodity has not been depleted by the low priority demand until the period it 

reaches age m, then it perishes and must be discarded at a specified unit cost e. 
(5) Stock is depleted by demands at the beginning of each period and deterioration proceeds 

by one stage at each period after commodities are placed into stock. 

(6) Low priority demands (type 2 customer) Dj in successive periods j = 1,2, ... are inde

pendent nonnegative random variables with known distributions Fp(-) and densities fh')' 
It is assumed that FP(O) = fP(O) = 0, j = 1,2"" and they are continuous except zero. 

High priority demands (type 1 customer) Df in successive periods also satisfy the sallle 

condition as low priority demands(Ft (-) and ff (-) are distributions and density respec

tively) and ea.ch high priority demand and each low priority demand are independent to 

each other. 

(7) Shortage cost of high priority demand is PH for each unit short and that of low priority 

demand PL and PH ::: PLo On the other hand, a holding cost h is charged for unit carried 

over. 

(8) The commodity whose remaining lifetime is k periods is sold a.t unit price Rk , k = 

1,2, ... ,m. Further it is assumed that Rk+1 ::: Rk, k = 1,2, ... ,m - 1. 

In stocking perishable commodities, it is often necessary to keep track of the amount of 

inventory on hand at each remaining lifetime level. For this or other purposes, we use the 

following notations. 

Xi; the amount of the commodity on hand with rema.ining lifetime ofi periods. 

i = 1,2"", m - l. 
m-I 

:r == L :1";; total amount of inventory on hand at the beginning of each period. 
;=1 

Xp == (Xl,X2,' ··.Xp),p = 1,2,'" ,m -1 and Xo == rp (null vector). 

Bj; after depleting all of the commodities :r]l X)-I,"', :Cl, the total unsatisfied low pri

ority demand until period j wbich should be satisfied by the comlllodity in the inventory 

whose remaining lifetime is greater than j, i.e., 

Bj = [DJ + B)-1 - :1';]+, .i = l,2,···,7n-1 
where 

Bo == 0 and [b]+ = max(b, 0). 
Qn(u : Xn-d == p7"{D~ + Bn- 1 S; u} n = L 2,"" m; the probability that the sum of D~ 
and Bn- 1 is not greater than u. where Qn( u : .) == 0 for u S; O. 

qn(u : Xn-d; density of Qn(u : Xn_d·(note that from [2], Qn and qn are continuou~ except 

possibility of jump at zero.) 

J(y : Xm-d; the expected sales function when the quantity y is ordered under the current 
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stock level X m - 1• 

L(y : X m - 1 ); the expected cost function when the quantity y is ordered under the current 

stock level X m - 1 , including costs of ordering,holding shortage and outdating. 

K(y: Xm-d == J(y : Xm-d - L(y : X m- 1 ); ':he expected profit function to be maximized. 

3. Identification of the Expected Profit Function K(y : X m - 1 ). 

This section identifies the expected profit function K(y : Xm-d. For the purpose, we 

first identifiy the expected cost function by calculating the expected quantities of outdating 

for the ordered quantity y, shortage for both demands and holding, and next the expected 

sales function by" calculating each expected sales quantity whose remaining life time is k, 

k=l, ... ,l1l. 

[Expected outdating quantity] 

Let R denote the number of unit of y scheduled to outdate after m-periods. First note 

that remaining quantity after high priority demand is satisfied by y. 

{ 
y - Df (if y > Df) 

o (otherwise) 

Thus the expected quantity of outdating E( R) is as follows ([2]). 

[Expected shortage quantity] 

(i) Expected shortage quantity of the high priority demand. 

[00 ["') 
ly (v-y)ff(v)dv= ly vff(v)dv-y{1-F1

H (y)} 

(ii) Expected shortage quantity of the low priority demand. 

(1) 

(2) 

Shortage of the low priority demand occurs in two cases, i.e., one is that the high 

priority demand Df is not short, but total sum of both demands exceeds the quantity of 

the inventory stock x+y. The other is that both demands are short. Thus expected shortage· 

quantity of the low priority demand is 

[Expected holding quantity] 

We denote holding quantity H. Then 

H = { [y. + x - Df - Df]+ (Df < y) 
[:1" - Df]+ (otherwise) 

E(H) = [Y { r+Y(:r + y - u -l')ff(u)du}/f(v)dv + {I - Ff(y)} r(x - u)fhu)du (4) 10 JO 10 
Thus 

L(y : Xm-d = E[ordering cost + holding cost +shortage cost + outdating cost] 
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= cy + h[lY {la x
+

y

-

V 

(;r + y- u - v )ff{ u )du}If (v )dv 

+{l - F1
H (y)} lx(x - u)ff(u)du] + PH[l= vff(v)dv - y{l - FIH(y)}] 

+pd fY ff(v){ foo (u + v -.1: - y)ff(l1)dl1}dv + {I - F1
H(y)} 

la Jy+x-v 

x 100 (u - x)ff(u)du] + e lY F{f (v)Qrn(Y - v: X m- 1 )dv (.5) 
x Jo 

by using above calculations. 

[Expected sales quantity] 

We define V k and U k, k = 1,2,' ", m as follows. 

Vk ; sales quantity of y whose remaining lifetime is k, k = 1,2, ... ,m. 

U k; sales quantity of y whose remaining lifetime is not less than A:, k = 1,2," . ,m. 

(i) Case D{l 2: y. 

Then Vrn = y and Vk = 0, J; #- m. (6) 

(ii) Case D{l < y. 

Remaining quantity of y after satisfying the high priority demand D{l is y - Dr Thus 

{ 

D{l (Df ::; x) (7) 

Vm = Df + Df - x (x < Df < :1' +. y - Df) (.8) 
y (Df+Df2::r+y) (9) 

Since the newest commodity in the first period reaches remaining lifetime k after m - k 

periods, U k( k #- m) is the sales quantity of y which is sold during period 1 ~~ period 

m - k + 1. Thus 

m-I 

B m -k+l - L Xj 

j=m-k+2 

y-Df 

o 

1n-l 

(y - Df + L 
j=m-k+2 

m-I 

(Brn - k+1 > L 
j=m-k+2 

(otherwise) 

rn-l 

J:j 2: Bm- k+1 > L :1',;) 

j=m-k+2 

Xj + y - Df) 

since Bm - k + 1 is the overflow of low priority demands to the inventory part X m -k+2 rv X m -l. 

Accordingly, 
Y y-v+ ,\,m-l I m-I 

E(U k ) = 1 [J m_
1
L.

j

;m-k+2 j (u - L :l'j)dQm_k+l(U + X m -k+l : X m- k) 
a L j ;m-k+2 J', J=m-k+2 

m.-l 

+(y - v){l- Qm-k+l(y - t; + L :/'j: Xrn-k)}lf{f(v)dv 
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4. An Optimal Ordering Policy 
This section investigates the optimal ordering policy with respect to K(y : Xm-d ob

tained in section 3. First we show the concavity of K(y : Xm-d. 

Theorem 1. The expected profit function K(y : Xm-d is concave with respect to y. 

Proof: It is sufficient to show Ej2 K / 8:1l S o. 
m-I m-I 

8K/8y = L Rk loY f{f(v){Qm-dY - 11 + I: Xj: X m - k- I ) 
k=1 a j=m-k 

m-I 

-Qm-k+I(y- V + L :rj: Xm_d}dv -- Rm{1-loY FIL(X + y - V)f{f(v)dv} 
j=m-k+1 a 

lo
y 'Y loX+Y-U 

-(J FIH (vlqm(Y - v: Xm_ddv - c - h I ff(u)f{f (v)dudv 
o Jo 0 

H {Y H L -PH{FI (y) - I} - PL la f1 (('){F) (:r +!J - v) - l}dv 

Since (J faY F1
H(r)qm(Y - v: X m_1)dv = (J l Y 

f{f(v)Qm(Y - v: Xm-ddv 

from the integration by parts, 
7n-1 rn-I n'L-l 

82K/8y2 = L Rd)H(y){Qm_d L :1"): Xm-k-d - Qrn-k+1( L Xj: Xm-d} 
k=1 j=m-k j=m-k+1 

(j 3) 

fY m-I 7n-l 

+ lo f{f(V)dv{qm-k(Y - v + L l·j: X m - k- 1) - qm-k+1(Y - V + L l·j: Xm-d} 
a j=m-k j=m-k+1 
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L H {Y L H {Y 'H 
-Rm{Fl(X)fl (y)+ lo f 1 (x+y-v)f1 (v)dv}-()lo 11 (v)q",(y-v:X 77I _ 1 )dv 

-h{Fhx)ff(y) + faY ff(v)flL(;r + y -u)dv} - PHff(y) 

-pdlaY 
ff(v)fhx + y - u)dv + ff(y){FF(a') -I}] (14) 

By the definition of Ql(U : 4» and ql(U : 4», Ql(:r : 4» = Pr(Df + Ba ::; :r) = Je: ff(u)du = 

Ff(a') 

and Ql(X + y - v: 4» = dCh(u : 4»/du Iu=o:+y-v = ff(x + y - v) (1.5) 

Since 

R",{F1
L(X)ff(y) + laY ff(a' +)j - U)flH(v)du} 

= R m {Ql(a')flH(y) + laY ql(r + y - v: 4»flH(V)dv} 

by using (15), 
rn-l m.-l 

fPJ{/8y2= L(Rk-Rk+tlff(y){Qm-d L :rj:Xm-k-tl 
k=1 j=m-k 

fY 7n-l 

+ lo ff(v)dv{qm-dy-v+ L Xj :Xm - k- 1)}} 
o j=m-k 

-() faY ff(v)qm(Y - v: Xm--tldv 

-h{Fh·T)ff (y) + laY ff (v)ff(x + y - v)dv} - ff (y)[PH - PL + PLFF(a:)] 

-pdfa
Y 

ff(v)fF(x + y - v)dv] by including Rm{ - - - } into I; and rearranging I; in 

(14). (16) 
Since RHl ::: Rk and PH ::: PL by the assumption, it holds that 8 2 J{ / 8y2 ::; 0 which means 

that J{ is concave with respect to y. 

Theorem 2. An optimal ordering quantity y* exists among (0,00') as a function of X m - 1 . 

Further an optimal ordering policy is 

{
order y* = if (Rrn + PH - c > 0) 
do not order (otherwise) 

where :1] is a solution of 8J{j8y = O. 

Proof: From (13) 

{ 
> 0 (Rm + PH - c > 0) 

limy~+o8J{/8y = Rm + PH - c = 
::; 0 (otherwise) (17) 

Similarly, 

limy--+ oo8J{ j 8y = limy--+,:>.O { -c -- () laY FIH (v )qm (y - v : Xrn-tldv 

{Y r+Y- v 

-h la lo flL(U)ff(v)dudv} 
. {Y H 

= -c - h - ()Zzm y--+ ex, lo fl (l')Qm(Y - v: Xrn-tl dv 
{ex:, H 

= -c - h - () la fl (v)dl' =: -c - h - () < 0 

Thus from (17),(18) and Theor'~m 1, Theorem 2 is derived. 

(18) 
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5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we investigated the optimal ordering policies for a perishable commodity 

under the discriminating sales prices and two types of customers. Though our model is 

more general than [6],[1], in a point that it contains two types of customers reflecting actua.l 

behaviors of customers, followings are left as futher research problems. 

(i) Analysis of multi-period versions of the model. 

(ii) Sensitivity analysis on changes of inventory on hand ([6]). 

(iii) Introduction of leadtime and/or inclusion of fixed charge cost into ordering cost. 

(iv) Investigation of other realistic inventory depletion policies such as LIFO issuing, III 

order to cope with the increase of customer service. 

(v)Construction of more concrete optimal policy for a suitable probability distribution of 

demands though it needs tedious numerical integration and numerical solution of nonlinear 

equations. 
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